
AN ANALYSIS OF VIVIAN BAXTERS CHARACTER IN MAYA ANGELOUS

AUTOBIOGRAPHY I KNOW WHY THE CAGED BIRD SIN

In Maya Angelou's autobiography I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, Maya's beautiful, Vivian Baxter, emerges as an
important character in her daughter's life.

He puts a pall over the ceremony and crushes the educational dreams of the audience by insinuating that black
students are only capable of becoming athletes. She has used her cage creatively to transcend it. However,
Opal Moore suggests that these events offer students a chance to examine important issues. Momma may be
strong and smart, but her darkness and countrified speech sometimes make Maya cringe. I was respected â€¦
for just being Marguerite Johnson â€¦ she had made tea cookies for me and read to me from her favorite book.
Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit
essay examples prior to publication. Maya says of this sameness, "The country had been in the throes of the
Depression two years before the Negroes in Stamps knew it. Cullinan's prized china. This only increases the
burden, since Angelou now feels that her silence has led to this man's death. Louis, she describes this horrible
violation with a reference to a biblical passage. Here are some ways our essay examples library can help you
with your assignment: Brainstorm a strong, interesting topic Learn what works and what doesn't from the
reader's perspective. When Vivian and Daddy Bailey divorce, Momma agrees to take the children. Of course,
blaming the victim is a common defense tactic in rape trials, but an eight-year-old child would not know of
this tactic or even be able to understand it clearly. Donleavy[ edit ] A white man, he is the guest speaker at
Maya's eighth grade graduation. In other words, the victim is as guilty as the perpetrator of the crime. When
Bailey is reunited with his mother, he is enamored with her. Heilbrun suggests that prior to the feminist
movement of the s, mothers were responsible for preparing their daughters to live in this patriarchal world. His
racist tone casts a pall over the graduation and infuriates Maya. What Do I Read Next? He takes advantage of
this by raping her, when she is eight years old, and then threatens to kill Bailey if she told anyone about it. She
softens when Tommy writes her another letter showing that his interest in her is sincere. In other words,
according to Lionnet, "Since the rapist is responsible for making her lie, he must be evil. It will be years
before doctors understand Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and the effect it can have on a victim's life. Louis,
Mr. But Prohibition badly damaged U. Momma is tall, over six feet, and is very strong physically. However, I
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings is directed at other blacks, even though Angelou was well aware that a white
audience would read it too. They represent creativity and the ethics that result from necessity and desperation.
It begins where it ends, with cleanliness and raking the yard bracketing the scene with the white trash girls,
and it leaves the reader to work out the relationship between the confrontation with the girls and the cleaning
of the yard. She was raped, and he is a rapist, but she cannot label him as such without remembering her own
role in the attack. In addition, the prejudice that she endures as a black and a female makes her feel that she
has no worth or power. It is an unnecessary insult. Grandmother Baxter, though, is "nearly white," a trained
professional nurse, with a German accent. An important feature of the chapter is that Angelou organizes it like
a short story. What she liked was being held, but she cannot explain that to him. Bertha Flowers, who
introduces her to great literature. Reverend Thomas[ edit ] A "repulsive church official" [24] who visits
Stamps every 3 months. The child gives, because the body can, and the mind of the violator can't. The shy,
awkward child becomes the determined, talented young adult. They're not intended to be submitted as your
own work, so we don't waste time removing every error. When she returns to school in the fall, Maya has
matured to the point that she no longer fits in with her peers. Furthermore, there is a more effective strategy
for reacting to racism and segregation than rage and indignation, a strategy of subtle resistance, what Dolly
McPherson calls "the dignified course of silent endurance. The scene with the ex-sheriff comes at the
beginning of this sequence and only leaves Maya humiliated and angry: If on Judgment Day I were summoned
by St. Neither of them have a home.


